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Press Release 

 GALLERY MoMo is pleased to announce the solo exhibition of Yoshiko Fukushima, titled "Yumeutsutsu," which means being in a dream, from September 

6 to October 4. This show is her sixth solo exhibition since 2007 and represents her new oil paintings and drawings.

Fukushima has developed portraits with her unique touches and slight earth-toned. The face expressions of the portraits Fukushima describes reflect the 

humans’ deep inside and bring the strong massage to the viewers. Especially, their eyes that depicts with downcast eyes or empty feelings appeal problems 

that many people have today. 

 Describing humans in the composition such as parataxis, relativity and circle and the pattern of clothes like abstract, Fuksuhima succeeds to express 

representational motif with abstractive touch. Even though her interests in these compositions appeared in her early works, it seems to get stronger in the 

latest her works. Continuing to make works seems to be a breakthrough for the new expression.

 These two years and a half after the last exhibition, Fukushima told that she kept a distance from her creativities and tried to be fit in with society. She 

also said that this exhibition was a re-start point and tried to reflect the present state and the feeling like between the dream and the reality to artworks. 

 Yoshiko Fukushima (born in Nagano prefecture) graduated from the Musashino Arts University in 2009. While Fukushima was a student, she was 

awarded for a selected prize of the Shell Art Prize in 2006 and won the first-prize at the same art awards in 2007. These days, she draws some illustrations 

for the series of articles on the local newspaper, The Shinano Mainichi Shimbun.
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Artist’s Comment

 In progress, I always seek a possibility of the body figuration, develop the pattern of them in the paintings and question if my works consist as painting by 

using the opposite elements such as flexibility and inflexibility and minimalizing the motifs. However, it is the fact that there are limitation on the produce 

and huge pressures when I go together my thoughts in one direction. 

Everyday in the real, we receive some sort of influences from experiences and various events occur at individual and social levels. Moving my emotion, it 

appears to my work directly. I create paintings with my personal emotions, but sometimes it is different from my style I should go.

While there is a discrepancy, I understand it is one of possibility I can make with new work by putting together all the discrepancy such as different point 

of views and feelings like sensibility people have.

The reason why I describe portraits is I am a human that I have seen most in my life. However, The portraits appeared on my works are the result of 

mixing my memory with everything like people, objects and nature I’ve seen. I regard all portraits as reflection of my self and another human being even 

the expressions are sometimes full of a mass of affliction and devastated dead.

Yoshiko Fukushima, 2014

[Brief Biography]

1985  Born in Nagano, Japan

2009  B.A Musashino Art University(oil painting department)

Lives and works in Nagano

 

[Solo exhibition]

2011  GALLERY MoMo Roppongi,Tokyo 

2010  "Hifu no ura" MARUZEN Nihonbashi,Tokyo

          "( )" GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku,Tokyo

2009  "fog" GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku,Tokyo

          "lunacy" GALLERY MoMo Roppongi,Tokyo 

2008  "The Solitary Island Of The Land" Gallery MoMo ,Tokyo

[Awrds]

2008  Grand Prize at "JASSO's Student of the Year 2008"

2007  Won a prize of "Shinjuku Art Infinity" 

          Grand Prize at "Shell Art Award 2007" 

          Encouragement Prize at "JASSO's Student of the Year 2007"

2006  Mika Kuraya Judges' Prize at "Shell Art Award 2006"

[Group exhibition]

2013  "IMAGO MUNDI" Fondazione Querini Stampalia, Firenze, Italy

2012  "NAGANO Shin CONCEPTUS", Shiga Kogen Roman Museum, Nagano

          "Summer Group Show" Gallery MoMo Projects, Tokyo

2011  "Regenerate" GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku, Tokyo

          "GYOSYO - The Gallery Circus -" Spiral Garden, Tokyo

2010  "Visage vol.2" GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku, Tokyo

2009  "Summer Hop Step Jump"  GALLERY MoMo Roppongi, Tokyo

2008  "Shell Art Award 2007"  Kyoto Municipal Museum Of Art, Kyoto

          "Opning Exhibition"   GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku, Tokyo

2007  "fore runners ＆ hour eggs"  Gallery MoMo, Tokyo

          "Shinjuku Art Infinity"   Maruicitiy Building, Tokyo

          "Shell Art Award 2007"  Daikanyama Hill Side Forum, Tokyo

2006  "Shell Art Award 2006"  Daikanyama Hill Side Forum, Tokyo


